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Clips are compatible with FullView Standard Assembly or E-Series double sided ceiling signs.
Perferably attach Lens Retention Clips prior to installing the sign, but clips can be retrofitted on existing signs if necessary.  The clips
should be attached to the middle (approximately) of the two vertical edges of the assembly.  Regardless of the size of the sign, APCO
recommends using these Retention Clips for all overhead ceiling signs.

1. Refer to enlarged detail of the Lens Retention Clip in Fig 1.
Angle the clip so as to catch one side of the vertical rail, and
then rotate to the other side, flexing and snaping securely into
place.

2. Adjust the location of the clips if necessary, by holding and
sliding, so they are approximately in the middle of each side of
the sign.

3. Remove clip with finger nail by peeling one side outward, then
rotating.  See Fig. 2   (Note:  If the clip is tight, you may use a
drivers lincense, credit card or similar to help peel the clip
outward, away from the frame).
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